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Friday’s Flash news (unedited copy)
Dear Members, this was Wednesdays flashnews headline: Astro indicators are
not showing any negativity but market is selling off, but if market rebound
then they will go crazily higher due to fake selling of Monday and Tuesday

Dear Members,

We received great notes from readers of “2015 Financial Predictions”, I hope that predictions
in this book will change many people’s life if markets behave like what we mentioned in book.
Small favor I need – If you have read book and liked it then please putout word for this book
so it goes in many people’s hand. Many of you will think that I want to make money by selling
this book, that is 1% truth but our moto is to get recognitions to this subject of astrology and
wave of nature. I could have kept $5.00 or $1500 price for this book and I am very much aware
that our loyal members still would have bought is at $1500. I always keep a fair value, and I
thought $159 is great value for my hard of three months of writing this book.

On Thursday stock prices traded very positive as predicted. Commodities traded mix to
negative. Currencies remained very volatile to weaker but emerging market currencies traded
positive, especially Indian Rupee. Thirty year bond went sharply lower as predicted.

Many members were very excited with our call, we normally don’t putout their emails but
one of our daily flashnews member sent note:

Hi Mahendra Ji,

I think so far nobody (including so called Market experts) has dared to predict the market
trend in uncertain times. They all take a general U turn with the sell offs and start predicting
sell on rise.
Your work is amazing and really applaudable.

Best Regards
Rajesh Khandelwal

Sent from my iPhone

We are aware that how much people trust on our small notes when we strongly recommend
either buying or selling and this is purely because of astro cycles, I am zero without astro cycle
indicators.

On Friday employment report and surely everyone is expecting major volatility but we see
more calmness in market after having two major positive days.

Edition: 3161 9 December 2014
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Avoid any buying in commodities, hold positions in USD and Indian Rupee. Hold selling
positions in Thirty year bond.

S&P closed above 2045 which clearly indicates that it is moving toward 2088. Watch small
astro resistance at 2066 and astro support point 2045.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: It looks like the positive momentum in the market will
continue as the astro cycles are showing positive indications, so hold your positions in stocks
and indexes. Our astro support level of 1982 will remain the most important support level in
the coming time and on the higher side the market will have a small astro resistance at 2045;
and the major resistance still remains at 2088. Investors may start celebrating if S&P closes
above 2088 for two days, because after this happens, the market won’t look back.

Important Note: If anyone would like to join our affiliation program then they can do so by
clicking the link below.

Affiliation Program: http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/affiliate.php

Buy: http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/2015-financial-predictions-ebook.php

This is what we mentioned for Wednesday: On Tuesday most of global market lost big value
but still weaker trend is not convincing as it is not matching with Astro cycles so we still believe
that market will rebound sharply. Thursday and Friday is very positive astro day for all major
markets so watch closelyWednesday, hold positions inmarket. Mars changing house andMon
will be in Sun house from Thursday so we are still expecting huge turn around for markets.

Metals and other commodities traded positive but energy prices went down once again. Oil
prices is creating some damage to market but we see oil stabilizing soon around $47.50.

We strongly recommend staying away from any leverage trade for the 24 hours and one
can start taking aggressive positions in markets on late Wednesday or Thursday.

Currencies traded both sides and same kind of trend will continue but still USD will have upper
hand. Thirty year bond is moving very volatile, this final move it is taking and I don’t know how
many hours or day it can hold these prices because it is getting ready for major fall like Yen
and Euro so trade carefully.

Gold traded positive as predicted and still it can hold value during this week. $1225 will be
crucial for Gold and won’t able to break $1247.

Once again S&P testing last month lows of 1982, and it will hold value, what we expected huge
upside move during this week for S&P which may not happen but still we are hope that S&P
move go back to 2033 or higher by Friday.

Here are the trading ranges and strategies for Friday:

METALS
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On Thursday, precious and base metals traded mix, we strongly recommend trading in and
out in metals without any positions. At this stage its very difficult for gold to cross 1225 level
as mentioned and down side $1193 support level.

Gold shouldn’t close below $1193 and $1182 otherwise it can have free fall. It is trade above
$1225 then chances that it may move toward $1247 but looks very difficult.

In this week newsletter we mentioned gold to trade positive and so far it traded as predicted.
Aggressive trade can be only taken after breaching either levels.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: Wednesday precious metals lost value and base metals
traded mixed. If tomorrow and Friday precious metals go down or close in red, it will confirm
that weakness will continue in precious metals. We are still not recommending any buying
positions in precious metals. One should also avoid any buying in Base metals as well as metals
stocks. $1225 will remain an important astro resistance for gold and it looks like gold will
struggle to move above this price.

I would like to put a small part this week predictions from our newsletter: Last week metals
traded negatively due to a stronger dollar and traders wanted to remain away until positive
sentiments returned because metal investors have lost big money in the last two years. Our
advice is to have patience because better time will come to invest so there is no need to run
after trades.

This week’s astro cycle is very important so gold, silver and base metals should act positively
from Tuesday and this positive trend to continue till Friday. If precious and base metals trade
negatively from Tuesday to Friday then we will be the first to start getting worried for metals
and metal investors.

Sometimes a few days with important astro combinations can reveal the real picture of
oncoming time cycle. This week’s trend can will decide future trend of gold because either
metals moves towards new lows in the month of January or January can push metals above
$1200.

In short, this week’s trend will be enough to guide you so watch gold, silver and base metals
trend closely. If they start trading negatively from Tuesday then surely a big fall is on the way.

This is what we mentioned on 1 September: Gold breached $1283 level which clearly
indicating that ismoving toward $1248 to $1153 and silver $17.57 to 14.87 level soon.Metal
stocks will also suffer setback.

Here is Friday’s range: (March 2015 contract):

GOLD: $1218.80 to $1195 Feb 2015

SILVER: $16.79 TO 16.31

COPPER: $279.10 TO $274.10

PALLADIUM: $796.00 TO $783.00
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PLATINUM: $1228.30 TO $1214.00 April 2015

INDEXES

On Thursday stock market moved up sharply higher and short sellers start running to cover
short. This week we mentioned that short sellers will run for their life because we saw market
moving very aggressively higher. Last two days have been fantastic for buyers.

On Friday market will trade very calmly without much volatility and chances is clear that
market may close once again on higher note. We strongly recommend holding positions in
markets, don’t short any market at this stage, our favorite markets are USA and European.

2045 was easily taken away by strong move so now 2066 and 2088 ware levels to watch. It
will be most exciting day if S&P closes above 2088.

Book some profit in DRN but don’t short. Hold positions in YINN and FAS.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: Globally stock prices moved sharply higher as expected.
We have constantly been mentioning that this will be the most interesting bull market so
traders should take advantage of buying on any weakness. Tech, biotech and financials
performed very well. Housing stocks also moved sharply higher and they are our second
favorite in 2015. We do not see S&P dropping below 2005, so hold positions in the markets
and one can add more as earning season starting from next week and we see a great earning
season for most corporates.

Buy more in European and USA. YINN and INDL moved sharply higher so hold positions in both
these ETF’s.

This is what we mentioned on late Tuesday: On Tuesday market lost big value but we see are
still seeing positive trend will continue in market as this volatility or fall in market will be
proven fake so stay invested in market. Buy European, Asian and USA market on weakness or
lower side.

S&P will bounced back from and all other USA indexes will bounce back. We don’t see S&P
falling below 1982 which is great level to buy, even in last month same thing happened also
this level was proven great.

Wednesday onward market will move higher so buy tech stocks, Apple is great buy and other
retailers are also great buy. Banking and energy stocks will also rebound.

TMV or TBT are great buy.

This is what we mentioned 12 December: S&P broke the most important level of 2014 after
breaking $2033 and now 1988 and 1982 will be great buying opportunities as our astro
indicators are not showing any weakness below 1982 so one can start buying on any
weakness in stocks and indexes on Monday.
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Oil’s negative trend should start playing the biggest role for the market consumer and
corporates of America, India, Japan and China, and this will be key reason to push S&P
toward 3200.

Here are Fridays’ ranges: (March contracts)

HONG KONG (cash) – 24220 to 23880

NIKKEI – 17598 TO 17300

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 8269 to 8220

CAC – 4302 TO 4230

DAX – 9910 TO 9789

DEX EURO STOXX – 3157 – 3101

FTSE – 6553 TO 6488

FTSE/JSE (Cash) – 43950 to 43578

S&P – 2066.00 TO 2045.50

NASDAQ – 4279.50 TO 4206.25

RUSSELL – 1201.90 TO 1183.00

DOW – 17988 TO 17770

TREASURY BOND

We are not changing anything that we mentioned yesterday: Thirty year bond traded negative
on Thursday, still volatile trend is pending but overall negative trend started so don’t miss
selling opportunity. Current astro cycle is warning very strongly on Thirty year bond move
because it is making all attempt to through traders out from market and this always happen
in final phase of bull cycle before crash starts.

We strongly recommend hold put option in bond and call in TMV.

This is what we mentioned on Monday: Avoid any new trading for a few days but medium and
longer term traders can hold shorts in it, or add more TMV. Last week wementioned a bearish
trend to start from 6 January 2015, which is 24 hours away.

Hold positions in TBT, TMV and put options in June 2015 futures contract.

145 and 148 are great ranges to add put options in Thirty year and buy in TMV around $30
levels. June’s contract is trading around 160, so take selling positions in June contracts.

We are changing our upper side target of 148 in March contract, so one can add more put
options.
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Friday trading range (March 2015 contract):

TREASURY BOND – 148-07 TO 146-05

SOFT COMMODITIES

On Wednesday soft commodities traded mixed and on Friday they will trade mixed, but keep
adding positions in cotton and avoid the rest of the soft commodities.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: On Tuesday softs traded positive, sugar prices went
higher more than 4%, coffee also moved higher but rest of softs remained in negative trend.

On Wednesday we see positive opening but we recommend selling or booking profit bin
coffee and sugar. Add some more position in cotton.

Buy coffee around $157 level and cotton around $59.00. We don’t see coffee going below
$155 and cotton below $58.10.

Hold selling in cocoa, lumber, orange juice, and sugar.

Friday trading range: (March 2015 Contract)

COFFEE: $181.00 TO $175.30

COTTON: $60.98 TO $60.15

SUGAR: $15.15 TO $14.68

GRAINS

On Thursday grain prices traded mixed to weaker as predicted and the same kind of trend will
continue on Friday so selling is recommended on the higher side.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: On Tuesday grains prices gained, but from mid-
Wednesday or Thursday grain prices will move down again so stay away from any buying or
if you have bought some positions then must get out around higher side mentioned below
ranges.

Weakness in Wheat and soy to remain here for the few weeks. Soy oil and corn will remain in
positive directions.

This is what we mentioned four months back: Don’t buy any position at this stage but wait for
the next week’s newsl1etter for the right advice. Selling calls in soy around $1550, wheat at
$730 have done very well and we targeted Soy to fall below $1000 and wheat $550. Both
these lower side targets are closer to being fulfilled. Selling grains remained the best advice in
2014, yes gold and silver selling has also done well.
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This is what we mentioned two month back: Avoid Soy products. We don’t see soy going below
$930, wheat $477 and corn $330 so go aggressive if prices come to these levels.

Friday’s trading range (March 2015 contracts):

CORN: $399.00 TO $390.00

WHEAT: $572.50 TO $562.00

SOY: $1055.50 TO $1030.50

SOY MEAL: $350.00 TO $343.10

SOY OIL: $34.20 TO $33.55

ENERGY

Oil prices traded mix on Thursday. Positive trend stocks supported energy stocks but still oil
and other energy products were struggling. On Friday we recommend trading in and out in
energy. Still we are not recommending any aggressive buying in oil but surely as predicted on
Tuesday that oil would hold $47 level which so far did well.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: Our yesterday’s call of buying oil around $47 did well
and we still recommend covering shorts in oil around $47. Avoid heating oil and RB gas for a
few days but natural gas still looks like a good trade. On Thursday trading in and out will
remain the best strategy in oil.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: From Wednesday oil may start recovering from lows so
are not changing any outlook of buying around lower side mentioned ranges. Same time one
can buy heating oil, RB gas and Heating oil. Don’t take any leverage trade as still oil has to
spend some time before it recover.

Energy stocks traded bit weaker and we are sure you must be watching ERX closely as it came
down to $51.50, we recommend buying around $49.

This is what we mentioned yesterday: ERX fell 12% to 54.00, around $49.00 should be good
buy but buy with stop-loss. Last month we recommended buying ERX around $49 and it
worked well because it moved to $64.00. Around $65.00 we recommended selling ERX so one
can cut positions now.

Watch ERX trend closely, but don’t miss buying opportunity in GAS.

This is what we mentioned on last week Wednesday: Oil can only get lower if it close below
$54.40 for three days, if it does then it will hit $45.20 but chances of happening this is very
less.

This is what we mentioned 11 December:Wednesday our fear proven very true, we strongly
recommend to stay away from oil. When oil broke $92.88 we recommended sell oil and get
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out from all energy product, when it broke $88.88 we predicted it is reaching toward $64.20.
Two weeks back wementioned that if oil falls below $64.20 then chances are that it may move
toward $57.80 level. Most important level will be $54.40.

Energy stocks are crashing, heating and RB gas falling sharply with oil. We still recommend to
stay away from energy at this stage, trading in and out will be right strategy, specially selling
at higher levels.

This is what we mentioned last Monday (5 December): Oil and other energy products lost
more value on Friday as predicted. We are not recommending any buying in energy stocks,
oil, RB gas and heating oil. Natural gain gained value from the lower levels on Friday as
predicted.

On Monday the higher side will remain limited, and if oil closes below or trades below
$64.00 for more than seven hours then expect $57.90 levels in the short term. Selling is
recommended in energy and energy stocks on Monday. It looks like oil is getting ready to
break $60.00 so stay short or add selling on any fall.

Friday’s trading range (February 2015 contracts):

OIL: $50.25 to $47.97

NATURAL GAS: $3.07 to $2.88

HEATING OIL: $1.7300 TO $1.6780

RB GAS: $1.3605 TO $1.3200

CURRENCIES

US Dollar gained value against Euro, Pound and Franc. Who thought middle of last year that
USD index will hit 92.00 and Euro could fall below 1.2000 levels. Selling Yen, Euro and Franc
remained best call.

On Friday currencies will trade both sides, on higher side medium term traders can get out
from all positions. Longer term selling of Euro can cover 50% positions.

Emerging market currencies traded as predicted, Rupee buying recommendations have
performed very well during this week as Rupee gained 1.5% from low. Keep adding Rupee.

Wait for our weekly newsletter. Here what we mentioned yesterday: Dollar still remained in
a positive trend against Euro, Swiss Franc and British Pound. Dollar index hit a ten year high.
Emerging market currencies traded positively and Rupee gained against frontline currencies
as well as emerging market currencies. Rupee is a great buy against most currencies so one
take a trade or buyers can hold positions.

On Thursday dollar and most currencies will trade mixed so trading in and out will be the best
strategy for Thursday.
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This is what we mentioned on last Monday (5 December): Friday dollar gained handsome
value, Euro, Yen and Franc made more lows and Dollar made a high. We recommend trading
in and out in currencies onMonday, book 85 to 90% profit in USD, EURO, FRANC and YEN. Our
view for the medium and longer term is still very negative for euro and Franc compared to
other currencies so we won’t recommend any net buying in Euro or Franc.

Emerging market currencies traded as predicted and will trade positively on Monday. We still
believe that Euro may touch 1.1880 level before the end of this year. Another two major
trading weeks are pending before everyone starts their holiday mood and we recommend
going flat positions after 20 December to 3 January.

On Monday all major currencies will move on both sides.

This is we mentioned on 2 October: On Thursday USD will trade mixed so we strongly
recommend booking 100% profit in all short positions in euro, Pound, Franc, Yen and
Australian dollar. Euro has moved down more than 1000 pips, Franc moved 750 pips, and Yen
4000 Pips. We will wait for few days before we put out a new strategy so wait for our weekly
newsletter.

Remember this what we mentioned in the months of July: At this stage USD is trading in a
positive direction without any break since the last three weeks. Finally it is reaching a most
crucial level because once it breaks 81.78 then the nonstop upside journey will start in USD.
Also euro falling below 1.3355 level will bring huge corrections. I am waiting for USD to close
above 81.78 because then USD will move like wild fire toward 87.88.

This is what we mentioned in the month of May 2014: Keep adding USD on any weaknesses
on Tuesday or around 79.50. Sell Euro around 1.3988, and Swiss Franc around 1.1470.
Emerging market currencies will trade a bit weaker or sideways from Tuesday. We strongly
recommend taking some buying positions in USD around 79.50.

Friday’s trading range: (March 2015 future contract)

DOLLAR INDEX – 92.95 to 92.21

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.8138 to 0.8048

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.8486 to 0.8414

BRITISH POUND – 1.5120 to 1.4998

EURO – 1.1879 to 1.1741

JAPANESE YEN – 0.8393 to 0.8312

SWISS FRANC – 0.9850 to 0.9760

RUPPEE – 62.98 to 62.40 (Spot)

RAND – 11.63 to 11.44 (Spot)
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Below few important notes from last two months Flashnews:

This is what we mentioned on 14 December: We are not changing our outlook on market
because still all astro indications are positive, so I would like to wait for more 48 hours
before we give clear indications. We still believe that S&P won’t close below 1982 for three
days in row, and if it does then surely that will be most negative news but happening of this
is 1% chances.

Members must remember that S&P is just a few percentage points away from an all-time
high. 30 October: S&P is back to a few percent away from an all-time high and everyone is
wondering whether it will break this new high and move towards 2130. We are aware that
most of our members are still trusting and hoping that our target may get achieved by the
end of this year. The market tuned around the previous week on Tuesday from 1813 and it
has been moving higher non-stop. Short sellers are having nightmares because the market
unexpectedly went higher against all odds.

Commodities are struggling at this stage, except for grains which just bounced back from
lows as expected. Energy. Metals and softs are hanging around at the same levels.
Commodity stocks are also suffering and we are not excepting any great news at this stage
for commodities because our astro indicators are not indicating any supportive sign.

This is what we mentioned on 26 October:Wednesday short term traders should book profit
but one should buy back on lower side as if S&P holds 1918 level. OnMonday wementioned
that S&Pwould rock if it trade two days above 1918 which may take S&P toward 2000 level.

Late Wednesday evening we see some profit booking coming back.

This is what we mentioned on 12 October: Those who like to trade for longer period can buy
market aggressively from 16 October. We still believe that S&P may close around 2130 by
end of this year which means that strong rally can take place in market.

This is what we mentioned on 20 August: Soft and grains remainedmix, but metals and energy
lost value. Era of 1995 to 2000 is back now because equity and USD is showing positivity and
commodities are struggling.

Hold positions in stocks, avoid commodities, sell bond and one can start buying USD on
weakness. Indexes should be in your buying list. Watch our predicted ranges closely, once
again 1988 will be crucial level for S&P, 1282 for gold and USD 81.00.

From our book: From here to 15 August markets will trade mix, but surely many stocks will
move higher. We will be releasing more five stocks in retirement account in today’s stock
report. In this year book “2014 financial predictions” we predicted “final bear cycle in market
from 27 July to 15 August 2014”, yes Sun can bring some uncertainty but take this uncertainty
as buying opportunity.
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This is what we mentioned on the 18th of May (two days before the market started
rebounding, as we predicted a huge rally starting from the 21st of May in all major indexes):
In short, time is running out for most analysts who have been predicting a fall or crash.
Investors will miss the opportunity of buying; in fact, they will go in the red if they short stocks
and indexes, so we warn these analysts to advise investors carefully. We see a huge move
coming from the 21st of May and S&P will achieve 1955 from the current levels of 1870.

In April when markets were falling, we predicted S&P won’t go below 1825, and by the 15th
of June, S&P would achieve 1932 to 1955 and 1988.

Thanks & God Bless, Mahendra Sharma,

8 January 2015, Thursday 3.00 PM, Santa Barbara

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


